Math
We will continue our study of geometry. Look for angles, parallel and perpendicular lines, and geometric shapes in your world.

Science
Students are enjoying their third science rotation. Mrs. Brightbill’s homeroom students will have a quiz in Mrs. DeLong’s room on Thursday, 3/19.

Writing
Our literary essays are starting to come together. Ask your child to share his/her thesis and ideas with you.

Reading
We will continue our study of historical fiction with a focus on perspective, interpretations, and theme.

Next vocab quiz = 3/27

Important Dates:
Monday, March 16 is DAY FIVE.

March 19, 2020 = Science quiz for Mrs. Brightbill's homeroom
March 20, 2020 = Family Movie Night at GES
March 25, 2020 = Spring Picture Day!
March 30, 2020 = Science Explorers assembly